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Quantum trajectories and superoperator algorithms implemented within the matrix product state (MPS)
framework are powerful tools to simulate the real-time dynamics of open dissipative quantum systems. As
for the unitary case, the reachable time-scales as well as system sizes are limited by the (possible) build-up
of entanglement entropy. The aforementioned methods constitute complementary approaches how Lindblad
master equations can be integrated relying either on a quasi-exact representation of the full density matrix or a
stochastic unraveling of the density matrix in terms of pure states. In this work, we systematically benchmark
both methods by studying the dynamics of a Bose-Hubbard chain in the presence of local as well as global de-
phasing. The build-up as well as system-size scaling of entanglement entropy strongly depends on the method
and the parameter regime and we discuss the applicability of the methods for these cases as well as study the
distribution of observables and time discretization errors that can become a limiting factor for global dissipation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The field of open, driven and dissipative quantum system
has gained renewed interest from the theoretical and exper-
imental point of view over the last few years. The typical
physical setup consists of a quantum systemA that is coupled
to an environment B. By tracing out the environmental de-
grees of freedom an equation of motion for the density matrix
ρA of system A can be obtained [1]. Although these con-
cepts are well established in quantum optics – for instance
driven cavity systems that can also feature dissipative phases
such as self-organized Dicke supersolids [2, 3] and glass-like
phonemena [4] –, in exciton-polariton condensates [5, 6] or
as unwanted sources of noise and heating due to stray light
fields [7] or three-body collisions, ideas emerged to utilize tai-
lored baths in quantum many-body systems to engineer pure
and non-trivial quantum states using cold atoms or trapped
ions [8–13]. These advances raise new questions about dy-
namic critical phenomena [14] and dynamical phase transi-
tions [15] in the presence of dephasing.
In light of these recent developments it is imperative to pro-
vide numerical techniques that are able to approach of these
problems. In one dimension matrix product states (MPS)
provides an efficient framework to represent quantum states
and methods such as the density matrix renormlization group
(DMRG) [16–20] have been extended such that even real-time
dynamics of mixed (thermal) states can be accessed [21–26].
It is also possible to extend the ideas developed in the con-
text of unitary (Schro¨dinger) dynamics to Lindblad quantum
master equations (QME) [1, 27–30] of the form
∂tρ = −i[H, ρ] +
∑
i
κα
(
cαρc
†
α −
1
2
{c†αcα, ρ}
)
. (1)
Here,H is the Hamiltonian of the one-dimensional lattice sys-
tem and the ci’s are time-local jump operators. One approach,
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developed in the context of quantum optics, is a stochas-
tic method to integrate Eq. (1). The quantum trajectory
method [1, 31–37] unravels the full master equation into an
ensemble of pure states that evolves according to an effec-
tive Hamiltonian and is supplemented by random “quantum
jump” events. The density matrix is recovered by averag-
ing over the ensemble of quantum states. This method only
operates on pure quantum states and allowed for a study of
much larger systems as the memory requirenments for the
direct integration of the equations of motion (using Runge-
Kutta, for instance) scales quadratically in the Hilbert space
size for the density matrix but only linearly for a state. In fact,
the computational performance of the stochastic approach has
been demonstrated to be superior to a direct integration of
the full density matrix for specific problems [35]. Daley et
al. [38] implemented quantum trajectories using time depen-
dent DMRG and applied it to interacting quantum lattice mod-
els. Since then, it has been applied to different dissipative
systems such as three-body losses in optical lattices [38, 39],
dissipative defects [40] or the short-time dynamics of dephas-
ing [7].
A complementary approach is the representation of the den-
sity matrix as a matrix product operator [41] or as a puri-
fied state state evolving according to a superoperator Hamilto-
nian [42, 43]. The dynamics if fully deterministic, i.e. it does
not involve statistical sampling, on the cost of operating on
a larger Hilbert space. The super state can be updated using
standard MPS methods and has proven useful in the study of
operator space entanglement [44], non-equilibrium spin sys-
tems [43, 45, 46], and engineered dissipation [47].
Although MPS approaches to open system dynamics have
been applied to a wide class a problems, a systematic com-
parison of the performance of the stochastic approach and the
superoperator technique has only been performed for sparse-
matrix implementations in quantum optics – see the compar-
ative study in Ref. [35]. The efficiency of the MPS approach,
however, is highly sensitive towards the amount of entangle-
ment entropy generated during the time evolution as the ma-
trix dimension used in the MPS representation scales approx-
imately exponentially with the amount of entanglement en-
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2coded in each link. It is thus timely to reevaluate the previous
results [35] in light of the particular class of states.
In this paper, we compare the quantum trajectory algo-
rithm with the superoperator renormalization scheme imple-
mented using the time-evolving block decimation (TEBD) al-
gorithm [48, 49]. The bechmark system is a Bose-Hubbard
chain subject to local or global dephasing. The build-up of
operator space entanglement and the distribution of entangle-
ment entropy in the trajectory ensemble gives us a direct mea-
sure to quantify the complexity of the problem in one or the
other algorithm and we find that these properties strongly de-
pend on the locality and the strength of the dissipation making
this dissipative Hubbard chain a good benchmark system. Al-
though the steady-state of this process is always the infinitely-
hot maximally mixed state, we find that local dissipation can
even lead to an extensive steady-state entanglement in the tra-
jectories compared to a logarithmic divergence in the super-
operator case. This highlights that the applicability of both
methods can strongly depend on the parameters of the dissi-
pation. We also analyze the variance for some observables in
the trajectory ensemble and provide important bounds for the
Trotter time step due to extensively small jump times.
This manuscript is organized as follows. In Sec. III we
introduce the Bose-Hubbard chain and the dephasing mecha-
nism considered and briefly review the numerical algorithms
as well as the entanglement measures. Our main results for lo-
cal and global dissipation are presented in Sec. III and finally
summed up and discussed in Sec. IV and V.
II. MODEL AND METHODS
A. Dephasing in the Bose-Hubbard Chain
The model considered here is a Bose-Hubbard chain of
length L with on-site interaction U and nearest-neighbor hop-
ping t,
H = −t
L−1∑
i=1
(
b†i bj + b
†
jbi
)
+
U
2
∑
i
ni(ni − 1), (2)
with bi, b
†
i being the standard bosonic annihilation and cre-
ation operators and ni = b
†
i bi. At integer fillings it exhibits a
phase transition from a gapless superfluid state to a Mott in-
sulator [50–52]. It is highly generic as it is non-integrable ex-
cept in the U = 0 and the hard-core limit and is widely used
to describe, for instance, bosonic atoms in the lowest band
of an optical lattice. The local Hilbert space is truncated at
d = nmax + 1 where nmax is the maximally allowed number
of bosons per lattice site.
In addition to the unitary dynamics generated by H, a
mechanism of dephasing is incorporated in a Lindblad quan-
tum master equation as given in Eq. (1). The Lindblad op-
erators are given by ci = ni, i.e. the bath performs local
density measurements. Physically, this master equation can
describe heating from incoherent light scattering in optical lat-
tices [7, 26, 53]. Thus, the system is eventually driven into the
infinitely hot state that is stationary under the time evolution
in Eq. (1).
This model is a suitable benchmark system as local and
global dissipation – the dissipation acts either on one site lo-
cally, e.g. κi = 0 for i 6= L/2, or on all sites will equal
coupling (κi = κ for all i) – show qualitatively different be-
haviors in terms of time scales and growth of operator space
entanglement in the transient regime. In particular, the oper-
ator space entropy exhibits a volume law scaling [26] for lo-
cal dissipation and is thus comuptationally very hard to treat
whereas a logarithmic scaling is observed in the global case.
It is yet unclear, how this behavior will reflect in the quantum
trajectory approach and whether it is possible to access larger
system sizes and/or longer times using a stochastic approach.
B. Time Evolving Block Decimation
The real time evolution for one-dimensional quantum sys-
tems with short range – here nearest neighbor – interactions,
L sites and open boundary conditions can effectively be simu-
lated using the TEBD algorithm introduced by Vidal [48, 49]
and is one of the standard techniques applied to numerous
physical systems. The starting point is the MPS representation
of the initial state |Ψ〉 using an orthonormal basis {|i1i2...iL〉}
reading
|Ψ〉 =
∑
i1,i2,...,iL
Bi11 Λ2B
i2
2 ...ΛLB
iL
L |i1i2...iL〉, (3)
where Λn = diag(λ1, ..., λχ) are diagonal matrices contain-
ing the (truncated) Schmidt coefficients obtained from con-
secutive singular value decompsitions of the state matrix. The
Binn are a set of right-orthonormal matrices of size χ × χ
for each physical index in. |Ψ〉 is evolved in time accord-
ing the Schro¨dinger equation by application of a unitary gate
Ut = exp(−iHt), i.e. |Ψ(t)〉 = Ut|Ψ〉. The nearest-neighbor
nature of the interaction allows us to write H = He + Ho,
where the two summands only contain terms acting on even
and odd bonds and commute mutually allowing for a Suzuki-
Trotter decompositions of the operator
Ut =
[
U eδt/2U
o
δtU
e
δt/2
]n
+O(δt2), (4)
whereU e,ot = exp(−iHe,ot) is the time evolution operator for
the even and odd bonds. It is also possible to use more sophis-
ticated schemes like the Forest-Ruth decomposition [54] that
involves the application of seven operators but has an error of
O(δt5). As explained in Sec. III A, the jump time distribu-
tion in the trajectory approach can actually require extremely
small time steps such that higher-order expansions are not fea-
sible in this context and we thus resort to the simpler O(δt2)
method. In the TEBD algorithm U eδt/2U
o
δtU
e
δt/2 is applied at
each time step by consecutive application of the two-site gates
followed by an optimization of the local two-site tensors via
singular value decomposition and truncation of the Schmidt
spectrum. For a detailed comparison of different time integra-
tors such as Runge-Kutta or Krylov methods for which some
3can also be applied to systems with longer ranged interactions
we refer to other publications such as Ref. [55] and references
therein.
We implement the conservation of the total number of par-
ticles into our simulations for both the pure state approach as
well as the superoperator algorithm where at total number of
particles in the ”bra”s and the ”ket”s are conserved separately.
This has certain consequences for the behavior of the entan-
glement entropy as discussed later.
C. Quantum Trajectories
The time evolution of a mixed state ρ according to a quan-
tum master equation as given in Eq. (1) can be unraveled us-
ing the quantum trajectory approach [1, 31–36] (for a recent
review see Ref. [37]). The density matrix is decomposed into
an average over an ensemble of pure states {|Ψi〉},
ρ(t) =
1
Nsamples
∑
i
|Ψ′i(t)〉〈Ψ′i(t)| = |Ψ′i(t)〉〈Ψ′i(t)|, (5)
given that ρ(0) = |Ψ〉〈Ψ|, i.e. |Ψi(0)〉 = |Ψ〉. Here, the
|Ψ′(t)〉 = (〈Ψ(t)|Ψ(t)〉)−1/2|Ψ(t)〉 simply denote the prop-
erly normalized wave functions. The correct ensemble that
will reproduce the time evolution according to Eq. (1) is gen-
erated by evolving the initial wave function, that is normalized
to 1, with an effective (non-unitary) Hamiltonian
Heff = H− i
∑
α
καc
†
αcα. (6)
As the norm at some time τ drops below a randomly drawn
threshold r ∈ [0, 1), one performs a quantum jump that trans-
forms the wave function according to
|Ψi(τ)〉 → cα|Ψi(τ)〉√〈Ψi(τ)|cα|Ψi(τ)〉 . (7)
The position α of the jump is chosen according to the proba-
bilities
pα =
〈Ψi(τ)|c†αcα|Ψi(τ)〉∑
β pβ
. (8)
In short, the algorithm works as follows:
(i) Draw a random number r ∈ [0, 1).
(ii) Evolve |Ψi〉 accordingHeff .
(iii) If the norm drops below r, perform quantum jump ac-
cording to Eq. (7) and (8).
(iv) Continue with (i).
This scheme can be implemented using MPS [37, 38] where
step (ii) is performed using standard time evolution techniques
(such as TEBD discussed in the previous section) and (iii) cor-
responds to the application of a few-site gate (in the case con-
sidered here the gate only acts on a single site). Note that there
also exist schemes that can take advantage of higher order
time integrators (see Ref. [37] and references therein). One
has to note that the time evolution with a non-unitary Hamil-
tonian violates the canonical form of the MPS in Eq. (3) and
special care has to be taken to reorthogonalize the matrices.
Expectation values of some operator Aˆ can also be recast
as an ensemble average, i.e.
〈Aˆ(t)〉 = Tr[Aˆρ(t)] = 〈Ψ′i(t)|Aˆ|Ψ′i(t)〉. (9)
D. Superoperator Approach
The superoperator renormalization algorithm [42, 43]
is based on the representation of a mixed state as a pure
state in an enlarged Hilbert space. If alike in the previ-
ous section {|i1i2...iL〉} is a basis of our physical Hilbert
space of local dimension d, the |i1i2...iL; j1j2...jL〉# =
|i1i2...iL〉〈j1j2...jL| span the dual space of local dimension
d × d. The density matrix can then be decomposed in matrix
product form as
|ρ〉# =
∑
i1i2...iL
∑
j1j2...jL
Bi1,j11 Λ2B
i2,j2
2 ...
ΛLB
iL,jL
L |i1i2...iL; j1j2...jL〉#.
(10)
The quantum master equation can now formally be written as
a Schro¨dinger equation
∂t|ρ〉# = −iH|ρ〉# (11)
with H being a superoperator incorporating the right-hand site
of Eq. (1) – h can be thought of as a non-unitary Hamilto-
nian. In analogy to the pure quantum states, Eq. (11) can be
integrated using the standard TEBD algorithm. An important
feature of this formulation is that thermal (Gibbs) state at tem-
peratures can be obtained by evolving the infinitely hot initial
density matrix in imaginary time with H′ = H ⊗ 1 + 1⊗H .
The only difference with respect to the pure state method is
that the expectation value of some observable Aˆ is not given
by #〈ρ|Aˆ|ρ〉# but one has to directly evaluate Tr[ρAˆ] given
that Tr[ρ] = 1.
E. Entanglement Entropy
The MPS decomposition in Eq. (3) is particularly useful as
the Λl encode the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix
τi = λ
2
i when the system is bipartitioned at bond l − 1. Con-
sequently, we have direct access to the entanglement entropy
and the von Neumann entropy reads
Sl = −2
χ∑
a=1
λ2a log λa. (12)
The amount of entanglement that needs to be encoded into
the Schmidt spectrum of the MPS is crucial for the matrix
dimensions needed to faithfully approximate the state. For
4ground-states of one-dimensional gapped systems, the area
law [56] ensures that the entanglement saturates for long
block sizes [57] and even for one-dimensional critical systems
whose entanglement entropy shows a logarithmic divergence
with block size can be well approximated using a polynomi-
ally increasing MPS rank [58]. From a practical point of view
Eq. (12) often is a figure of merit of how demanding in terms
of resources and computer time the simulations will be.
Based on these concepts, how do we quantify entanglement
for mixed states in our open system setup? For the quantum
trajectories a useful measure is to consider the entanglement
entropy for each trajectory and perform an ensemble average
Sl = Sl(|Ψ′i〉). (13)
as it has been used in previous works [40, 59]. This measure
is bounded from below by the entanglement of formation, that
is the minimum of Sl over all decompositions of ρ [60], but is
not a good entanglement measure in the quantum information
sense as it depends on the unraveling of the density matrix and
is thus not unique. The latter deficiency will be important for
the performance of the trajectory method and Sl should not be
thought of as the entanglement of a certain mixed state but of
the ensemble average for a particular unraveling of the master
equation. A second important quantity is the maximal entropy
in the trajectory,
Smax = max
i
{Sl(|Ψi〉)}, (14)
ensemble as it is the actual quantity that gives us feedback
about the ”worst-case” entanglement for a single trajectory
that has to be accounted for in each run of the simulation.
The MPS representation of the superoperator algorithm
provides us with a natural definition of the operator space en-
tanglement [44, 61] S#,l. The MPS representation in Eq. (10)
provides us with a Schmidt spectrum from which S#,l is de-
fined as in Eq. (12). For a pure state ρ = |Ψ〉〈Ψ| it is straight-
forward to see that S#,l = 2Sl. In contrast to the ensemble
averages, S#,l does not depend on the unraveling of the mas-
ter equation and one can thus be used to identify the mixed
state.
In the remainder of this paper we will restrict ourselves to
the half chain bipartition, l = L/2, and omit the bond index.
III. RESULTS
A. Global Dissipation
The first case considered here is a uniform coupling of the
bath degrees of freedom to the chain, i.e. κi = κ for all i.
We prepare our system in the ground state of H at t = 0 and
then turn on the dissipation. We will show data for hard-core
bosons at half filling and soft-core bosons at unit fillung and
low U so the initial ground state is superfluid with quasi off-
diagonal long-range. Thus, the initial entanglement entropy
for both approaches scales like logL.
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FIG. 1. Time evolution of the operator space entanglement S# for
global phase noise acting on hard-core bosons at half filling for sys-
tem sizes L = 10 to 20. The internal MPS dimension is χ = 1000.
Inset: System-size scaling of the average steady-state entropy of the
trajectory ensemble. The red line denotes a logarithmic fit.
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FIG. 2. Entanglement entropy for global dissipation for soft-core
bosons with local Hilbert space d = 5 and , L = 10 and U = J .
The full and dashed-dotted lines denote the average as well as maxi-
mal entropy from the trajectory ensemble whereas the operator space
entropy of the super operator is denoted by dashed lines. By varying
κ/J from 0.1 to 10 one can clearly see that the amount of entangle-
ment carried by the trajectories strongly depends on the nature of the
unraveling.
a. Entropy dynamics The time dependence of the oper-
ator space entropy strongly depends on the interaction as well
as the bath coupling. We start by considering the hard-core
case (d = 2) at half filling fixing κ = J . Fig. 1 shows
the different entropies introduced in the previous section as a
function of time for different system sizes. Focussing first on
S#, one sees that the entropy exhibits a sharp drop to a com-
mon value followed by a slow increase until it converges to
its steady state value – the infinitely hot state. The entropy in
5the final state scales logarithmically with system size which is
a consequence of the global particle number conservation in
the MPS algorithm that introduces trivial correlations in the
system. The Schmidt spectrum for this case be be obtained by
purely combinatorial arguments [26, 62]. For the ensemble
of trajectories, on the other hand, the average entropy seems
to converge faster compared to S# and does not resemble the
features such as the entropy decrease for short times. Savg and
Smax exhibit a large discrepancy where the former is almost
constant in time whereas the maximum of the distribution of
entropies increases rapidly. The steady state value of the av-
erage trajectory entropy only increases logarithmically with
system size, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1.
Now we turn to the soft-core case and consider a superfluid
initial state with U/J = 1 and d = 5 which is by far more
demanding computationally. Fixing the system size, here we
choose L = 10 which is rather small but shows the important
features, the entropies for different values of the dephasing
rate κ/J are shown in Fig. 2.
For very large values of κ/J the system is heated rapidly
destroying all coherences in the density matrix reflected in the
fast drop of both Savg and S#. The thermalization of the super
operator, however, has to build-up the particle number induced
correlations and thus the entropy increases to its steady state
value which is independent of the U , J or κ. Savg, on the
other hand, saturates very rapidly to Savg ≈ 0.4 (Smax ≈ 1)
showing that the steady state trajectory ensemble hosts only a
small amount of entanglement.
The behavior for small values of κ/J shows a qualitatively
different behavior. Savg increases almost linearly for t . 10,
comparable to a quantum quench, and saturates to a value of
about 3.5 whereas the maximal entropy almost reaches val-
ues of 5 during the time evolution. In the super operator pic-
ture S# also exhibits a strong increase for intermediate times
followed by a rapid thermalization to the infinitely hot state
whose operator space entropy is much smaller compared to
the amount of entropy of the trajectories.
Strictly speaking, the von Neumann entropy do not provide
a rigorous criterion of complexity of the MPS representation
of a wave function but one has to consider Renyi entropies
of order α < 1 [63]. A second criterion that gives a hint of
how complex the MPS calculations are is the discarded weight
 =
∑D
i=χ λ
2
i which sums the contributions to the reduced
density matrix which are truncated in the optimization pro-
cedure (D is the dimension of the reduced density matrix).
For real-time dynamics of pure states, for instance in quan-
tum quenches or when calculating spectral function, the en-
tropy increase is accompanied by an increase of  (when sim-
ulating at fixed χ rather than fixed ) eventually leading to the
typical runaway phenomenon (see e.g. Ref. [64]). A similar
behavior is found here both for the entropy of the trajectory
ensemble as well as for S# and thus looking at the entropies
provides a good figure of merit for the required computational
resources. We like to point out that it is in fact possible to
have a situation where S# hardly increases although the trun-
cation error shows the typical runaway phenomenon. Namely
when performing a global quench using a thermal initial state,
ρ = exp[−1/(kBT )H], one can actually have the situation
0 1 2 3 4 5
tJ
-2
-1.5
-1
-0.5
0
0.5
e
QJ, δtJ=0.001
QJ, δtJ=0.005
density matrix
β=0
0 20 40 60 80 100-2
-1.5
-1
-0.5
0
0.5
κ/J=10, U/J=1, L=10
FIG. 3. Time dependence of the energy density e for bosons at
U/J = 1 and κ/J = 10 using quantum trajectories with differ-
ent time steps δJ and the superoperator algorithm. The horizon-
tal dashed line donates the energy of the asymptotic infinite tem-
perature state. One clearly sees how a too large Trotter time step
leads to wrong results. The inset covers the long time behavior up to
tJ = 100.
where S# shows only a slight increase in time but  exhibits a
rapid growth leading to a breakdown of the simulations.
What becomes evident from this discussion is that even the
unraveling of the steady state, which is simply the infinitely
hot density matrix, strongly depends on the dissipation rate
and thus on the history of the trajectory. In particular, small
dissipation leads to a massive build up of entanglement. In
the superoperator picture, on the other hand, the final state
is unique and S#(t = ∞) is fixed. Here the bottleneck for
small κ/J is the dynamics at intermediate times which leads
to entropies of S# ≈ 4.5 requiring about χ = 1000 states
to yield converged results whereas taking about 250 states for
each trajectory suffices here.
b. Jump times The build-up of entanglement is rooted in
the non-unitary part of the Hamiltonian whereas the quantum
jumps in the case considered here remove entanglement from
the system. In order to understand the large increase of the en-
tropy in the trajectory ensemble for small values of κ one has
to consider the number of jumps per unit time that is directly
controlled by κ. The decay of the norm during one time step
δt can be well approximated by
Γ∆t = exp(−2cκL∆t), (15)
where we have assumed that
∑
i n
2
i = cL with c being a con-
stant of order of the filling. The quantum jump operator ni
tends to localize the particle at site i since it performs a den-
sity measurement that counteracts the entanglement increase
during the time evolution. Thus, for large κ, the build-up of
entanglement is prohibited by a large number of jumps and
the state will be close to a classical one with more and more
localized particles. For small κ, on the other hand, we see
a quench-like increase of Savg . where the number of disen-
tangling quantum jumps per unit time is suppressed exponen-
65 10 15 200
2
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5 10 15 200
2
4
FIG. 4. Histogram of the entropy for a half-system bipartition of the
trajectory ensemble for global dissipation with U = J and L = 10
sites for and κ/J = 0.1 (10) in the upper (lower) panel.
tially. The situation there is reminiscent of a global quantum
quench because |Ψi〉 is not an eigenstate Heff and entangle-
ment entropy increases linearly with time.
For large values of κ/J the low entanglement in the trajec-
tory ensemble can obviously be represented with much fewer
states compared to the superoperator decomposition. There
is however an important aspect in the trajectory approach
when considering global dissipation (in the sense of exten-
sively many jump operators cα) since the decay rate in Eq.
(15) is proportional to the strength of dephasing as well as the
system size. Using the approximation in Eq. (15) and ne-
glecting correlations between consecutive events, we find an
average time between two jumps of τ = (2cκL)−1. A closer
inspection of the jump time distribution reveals that the prob-
ability for finding a jump in a time interval 0.2 τ is already
above 50% thus the time step has to be chosen over an order of
magnitude smaller than the average jump time to avoid time
discretization errors. This gives an additional constraint on
the choice of the time step ∆t, over and above the usual time
discretization error that is well understood, since the Trotter
time step has to be well below τ . Consequently, the number
of time steps required to reach a maximal time, for instance
the steady state, acquires an additional factor L and one can
not take advantage of higher-order methods for the time evo-
lution. An illustration of the time discretization error is given
in Fig. 3 where the average energy for κ/J = 10, d = 5 and
U/J = 1 shows systematic deviations from the (converged)
super operator result and also approaches an incorrect steady
state value.
As discussed earlier there exist update schemes which are
able to take advantage of higher-order time integrators which,
however, do not alleviate the problem of the small jump times.
c. Distribution of Observables In light of these results
the questions about the distribution of entanglement entropy in
the trajectory ensemble rises. Fig. 4 shows the time evolution
of the distribution for the cases discussed previously, namely
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FIG. 5. Histograms of the energy density e for the hard-core case
L = 14 with global dissipation and κ = J .
κ/J = 0.1 and κ/J = 10. For the former case the distribution
of entanglement entropy is broadly distributed around Savg
indicating that the generated entanglement is not confined to
some rare and highly entangled trajectories but a typical wave
function is already highly entangled. In the opposite case of
small dissipation the entropy is rather peaked but also does not
exhibit some features of rare events in its histogram.
The stochastic nature of the trajectory method leads to sta-
tistical uncertainties on top of the time discretization error and
systematic deviations due to the truncation in the MPS opti-
mization. Given that the different trajectories are statistically
independent (which is true as they are independent realiza-
tions of the process), the error for some observable 〈Oˆ(t)〉
can be estimated via the variance of the trajectory ensemble
σO(t) =
VarO(|Ψi(t)〉)√
Nsamples
. (16)
Thus, σO can be made arbitrarily small by increasing the
number of trajectories Nsamples. This observation, however,
requires that the central limit theorem holds. This requires
that the first two moments of the distribution of Oi(t) =
〈Ψ′i(t)|Oˆ|Ψ′i(t)〉 are well defined.
This point is not purely academic but there actually exist
examples where fat tails of the distribution functions, which
can appear for various reasons, can lead to problems in the
Monte Carlo sampling procedure (see e.g. Refs. [65–68]).
We therefore analyze the histograms for various observ-
ables such as the energy and the entanglement entropy and
thus far we have not observed rare events or fat-tailed distribu-
tions. For instance Fig. 5 shows the time evolution of distribu-
tion of the total energy density, P(e), which starts completely
peaked at the ground state energy density and smoothly varies
until it is sharply peaked around the steady state value.
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FIG. 6. Time evolution of the Smax (lower panel) and Savg and S#
(upper panel) for local phase noise at κ/J = 1 and d = 2.
B. Local Dissipation
If the bath is only coupled to a single lattice site – here the
central site at i = L/2 – the behavior of the system is dis-
tinct from the results discussed in the previous section. The
average and maximal entropy of the trajectory ensemble as
well as the operator space entanglement is shown in Fig. 6
for different system sizes and MPS ranks. One clearly sees
that the entropy shows a strong scaling with system size and
is greatly enhanced compared to the case of global dissipation
(c.f. Fig. 2). A finite-size analysis of the maximal entropy re-
veals an extensive scaling of the entropy, as shown in Fig. 7,
that severely limits the accessible system sizes. A notable dif-
ference between S and S# is that the entropy in the trajectory
ensemble increases until it reaches its (extensive) steady-state
value whereas the operator space entanglement shows an ex-
tensive maximum at intermediate times – in accordance with
other studies [26] – but a logarithmically diverging steady-
state entropy. This can be attributed to the spreading of energy,
pumped into the central site, in a quench-like scenario where
quasi-particle excitations spread entanglement. The strong in-
crease of entanglement is also in accordance with the findings
in Ref. [40].
We perform a linear regression of the maximal entropies
(see Fig. 7) and find α ≈ 0.25 for the operator space entropy
compared to α ≈ 0.2 for the trajectory ensemble. We note that
the data shown for the superoperator algorithm is not yet con-
verged for χ & 2500 even for the small system sizes shown
here. The inability to obtain reliable results for the maximal
entropy in the superoperator picture illustrates that this case
is very demanding in practice. For single trajectories, on the
other hand, a moderate MPS dimension of χ & 500 seems to
suffice to get relieable results. This can also be seen looking
at average quantities as the energy shown in Fig. 8 for a chain
with L = 20 sites. Whereas the quantum trajectory results
converge for χ > 300 up to times of tJ = 100 the superop-
erator calculations show significant deviations even for small
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FIG. 7. Scaling of Savg, Smax and max{S#} for local dissipation
using κ/J = 1 and d = 2. The full lines are linear fits S(L) =
αL+ β. We find α ≈ 0.25 for S# and 0.2 for the Smax and Savg.
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FIG. 8. Expectation value of the energy density e for the hard-core
chain with L = 10 sites subject to local dissipation and κ = J for
different bond dimensions and methods.
times of tJ ∼ 10 for χ = 2000. One interesting remark is that
if χ is chosen too small Smax for the trajectory ensemble will
approach the correct value from above since the system will
not find the correct steady-state but entropy tends to increase
even further.
Finally, Fig. 9 shows the time evolution of the entropy dis-
tribution in the trajectory ensemble. Alike in the previous case
of global dissipation, it is strongly peaked around its mean
value and we do not find evidence for rare highly entangled
states that dominate Smax.
IV. COMPARISON
Having analyzed the entanglement properties as well as the
distribution of the expectation values for the trajectory ensem-
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FIG. 9. Histogram of the entropy for a half-system bipartition of the
trajectory ensemble for local dissipation for the hard-core case, and
κ/J = 10 (upper panel) and κ/J = 0.1 (lower panel).
bles, the question remains: Which methods performs better?
Let us first address the case of global dissipation consid-
ered in Sec. III A. On the one hand, the superoperator method
is plagued by a large local Hilbert space that is as large as
d2 = 25 for the cases considered here. And even for com-
parable values of the entanglement the internal dimension of
the MPS has to be much larger for the superstate than for the
conventional MPS. For example, take again the picture of rep-
resenting a pure state as a density matrix. The Schmidt spec-
trum of ρ is given by λiλj , where {λi} is the Schmidt spec-
trum of the pure state. However, one can exploit two good
quantum numbers associated to the fillings of the ”bra”- and
”ket”-index of the superstates as well as hermiticity (ρ = ρ†)
such that the naive d6 scaling is allayed.
Typically, one requires a few hundred to thousands of tra-
jectories – a process that can be parallelized trivially – to get
precise results for the transient dynamics and for low κ, the
build-up of entanglement is found to be severe for the single
trajectories such that is is more favorable to use a superoper-
ator with adaptive χ and high-order Trotter expansion since
one only has to overcome the transient entropy maximum and
then relaxes into the low entangled steady state. For large
κ, the time step necessary to sample the jump events cor-
rectly becomes very small but, on the other hand, the entropy
is extremely small. From our simulations, the latter effect
outweighs the small time step size due to the χ3 scaling the
the TEBD algorithm. If one is only interested in steady-state
properties, the trajectory approach also offers the possibility to
perform long-time averages on few trajectories hence reduc-
ing the computational effort. For large κ, on the other hand,
the small time step limits the applicability of the trajectory
method for long-time results severely.
Having access to the operator space entropy can also give
further physical insight since it is not ”history depended” as
for the trajectories e.g., one can see directly within the super-
operator picture that the entropy of the steady-state reaches
the same value independent of U or κ whereas the entangle-
ment of the single trajectories has no direct physical insight
into the properties of the mixed state although the outcomes
of single trajectories can give interesting insight into the real
time dynamics of the system also in view of experimental re-
alizations.
The situation is different for local dissipation discussed in
Sec. III B. Although both methods suffer from an extensive
scaling of the entropy, the system sizes available with the su-
peroperator technique are limited since a few thousand states
have to be kept to the capture the transient behavior of the den-
sity matrix. Quantum trajectories allow us to explore larger
system although they are also limited by the scaling of the
entropy.
One important advantage of the superoperator approach is
the lack of statistical uncertainties. Although the errors can be
made arbitrarily small, operations such a Fourier transforma-
tions require a careful analysis and good quality of data.
V. CONCLUSION
We presented a comparison of the MPS implementation
of the superoperator renormalization group algorithm and the
quantum trajectory method for open quantum systems study-
ing a Bose chain with dephasing. Whereas the quantum tra-
jectory method for global dissipation is plagued by extremely
short jump times, the entropy increase in the trajectory en-
semble is comparable to the operator space entropy for not
too small values of the dissipation. The trajectory approach
seems particularly well suited to calculate global quantities
and long-time averages for steady states whereas the super-
operator approach is particularly useful for small dissipation
rates and short-time behavior. Local dissipation, on the other
hand, leads to extensive entropy scaling during the time evo-
lution limiting both approaches due to the large amount of
entanglement generated. We find however that in this case the
trajectory approach allows us to access slightly larger system
sizes and can in fact outperform the superoperator ansatz in
this extreme case.
Having presented data for a specific problem, an import
question is how generic these results are. First of all, the su-
peroperator provides a framework to choose a wider class of
initial state that can be, in particular, thermal as it has been
used in a recent study for a model of engineered dissipa-
tion [47]. Thermal initial states might also be implemented
into the quantum trajectory method using METTS [26, 69,
70], for instance, but the demonstration of the applicability
and performance of such approaches are still outstanding. An
open problem is also the application to two-dimensional ten-
sor network methods.
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